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What’s your 
stance on
games that 

“force”sexual 
encounters

on you?

Editorial

Recently played an AVN and the game basically makes 

you hook up with one of the girls at the start and it just 

instantly makes that character unlikable for me (btw it 

didn’t move the plot in any way/wasn’t a harem game).

by: u/vheize

Chasing Sunsets MC over the years.
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I
n my opinion, if its not stated at the start of the game that a certain 

character has a close relationship with you if not dating then I don’t 

want random sexual scenes with said character without options.

Okay with:
For me it depends on the context. If it is a pre established relationship im okay 
with it. If it’s the MC perving on a girl  / flirting on her without player input and she 
consents back in the dialogue im fine with it. Even if im not into the LI as long as it 
they dont force the LI relationship on us. But use that  forced lewd scene to show 
a lewd and show how the LI is easy and how the MC is interested in her. Basically 
a one night stand type of deal but nothing past that without player input. But this 
also assumes you aren’t on another girls path if im going to be okay with it. As I 
don’t play the manwhore path on purpose unless I just cant decide which LI I like 
more and it isn’t made clear if you are in a relationship with another LI.
Dislikes :
Now if you choose a dialogue option which makes it seems like you are just 
being nice to the LI but not really flirty or anything and it leads to a lewd scene I 
hate this. ( Bare witness comes in mind with this). Any form of forced lewds when 
in a relationship even if it’s something casual and the LI is okay with you being 
with other LI as it isn’t serious. As If I decided i want to be with that LI I want to 
play as faithful as I can. So really it’s always about the context and not if it’s 
forced or not.

—u/Dessolos

I definitely prefer to have a say in whether it happens or not. I’ve dropped a few 
games that forced a LI onto me that I disliked, even harem games, but didn’t 
mind it when it was done well enough and of course I liked the character, 
although the chances of that backfiring, at least on me, is much, much higher. 
So 9 times out of 10, yeah, I hate it.

—u/gigglingraven
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This is a pretty fucking hard choice for me but 
without a doubt, I’d give up a whole Harem for 
Bella to live in that SG world. To me, she’s just 
worth all the girls combined and more. Maybe 
the only person who comes close is Jill but my 
personality would fit Bella more than Jill. It would 
feel like Jill would judge me morally and then ask 
me to change whereas Bella wouldn’t and she 
would love and accept me the way I am all fucked 
up and all.  I love Eternum but no one feels like a 
real person, like any of the choices make sense or 
are logical, so I don’t think I could do that.  Besides 
the superpowers all that game has going for is the 
cute girls.

—u/Icy-Inflation4935

Eternum’s the sanest, most humane choice. It’s 
every guy’s fantasy. Summer’s Gone is a little 
strange, but can be extremely relatable with it’s 
dramas around the MC & Summer. Being a DIK, 
you’re just asking for trouble, but the kind that it 
rewards you immensely if you stick to your “guns”.

—u/Toriksta

If you get to be in their AVN too  Summers Gone 
easily as much as a full dive VR game would be 
badass. I’d trade a dick that barley works to be 
with Bella.

But if we are just the MC Toss up of being a Dik and 
Eternum. One one hand Being a Dik would change 
some things about me personally that would be 
great.  At the same time I think Eternum would be 
closer to my personality with some changes so 
that would probably end up winning.

—u/Dessolos

Eternum should’ve been the sanest choice (a 
10/10 wanbabe) but I’m picking summer’s gone 
only because he’s so me (obviously I’m not that 
freak nor weird but i can relate so much but in a 
healthy way like high school break up,hard time 
getting over, football instead of basketball,lack 
of interest in another relationship.empty break-
up reason does it’s job well). So I’m happy with 
eternum and summer’s gone but badik is a roller 
coaster the least i can relate with.

—u/Commercial_Welder_93

I’m assuming that we get their personality traits 
too, btw. Probably… SG? At least at a later point in 
the story, because I don’t want to deal with all of 
the PTSD and psychological stuff he has going on. 
On the bright side, I get Bella, and Bella trumps 
everything. Next is BADIK, because then I get Jill. 
Not really a fan of Harems(too much energy in 
my opinion), so Eternum comes last on my list. I 
just can’t imagine trying to live life and juggle my 
time between like 7 different women _at the same 
time._ Nahhh, one is enough for me.

—u/Endless_Alpha

Why anyone would want to be the main character 
in Erection’s Gone is beyond me. Season 2 will 
probably have pegging in it..

—u/GyroMo

You have the chance 
of becoming the MC

Which game are
you choosing?

by: Games4Adults

Nika 
Summer’s Gone

Orion
Eternum

Tremolo
Being a DIK

Poll
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Version: 0.9a
Release Date: 11-24-2023

Chasing Sunsets follows the story of step-siblings 

reconnecting and dealing with the fallout of their parents’ 

unexpected deaths. As the story progresses, they will 

cooperate (or compete) with each other to discover the 

secrets of their parents’ success in business and in love. 

The player’s choices will determine both how the game ends, 

and whom he finishes it with. Explore majestic Tonalu Island 

and the motivations of the tempting ladies encountered 

along the way...But don’t lose sight of what you’re there for! 

CHASING SUNSETS
|  Stone Fox Studios
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PROJEKT PASSION
|  Classy Lemon

WITH EYES CLOSED
|  Ker

Version: 0.9
Release Date: 11-19-2023

Earth has long since been abandoned, and what remains 

of humanity is now spread out across the galaxy. So what 

happened at Earth? That part of history has long since been 

lost to obscurity. But what do you care? You have your own 

problems to deal with. You’ve just survived an assassination 

attempt at the cost of your apartment. Sounds like any other 

day of the week, right? Right, only this time your partner has 

mysteriously vanished as well, and it’s your duty to find out 

where she went!

Word of warning: the answer may lead to... bigger adventures 

than you’d planned for. Better pack an extra lunch.

Version: Chapter 3 Part 1
Release Date: 11-21-2023

You came to consciousness in the trunk of a car.

You don’t remember who you are and how you got there.

Your hands are cuffed, and two dead bodies are lying around.

But very soon you will learn that this is not the biggest of your 

problems.

Will you make it out alive?

Will you find out who kidnapped you and why?

Will you learn whom you can really trust and who is just using 

you for their own purposes?

The answers to these questions depend only on you. 
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ISABELLA: CHASING SHADOWS
|  badtimetales

Version: Chapter 4.2
Release Date: 11-22-2023

Life with your fiancée, who was a dedicated reporter, comes 

to a bitter end when she dies in a tragic hit-and-run that 

claims her life.  Despite the police closing the case as a mere 

accident; haunted you are left with the lingering suspicion of 

murder that they’ve failed to investigate.  Determined to unveil 

the truth, you’ll embark on a relentless pursuit for justice, 

using your skills and enlisting the help of both old and new 

allies in your quest.  As you delve, ever deeper into the city’s 

dark underbelly, you’ll encounter a captivating supermodel; 

you’ll rely on an old friend wielding incredible resources and 

on a network of shadowy figures.  Will you be able to uncover 

the dark secrets of the city you once loved? And the most 

important question is: Will you seek justice for your lost love… 

or… will you succumb to the allure of revenge? 

HYBRIDIA
|  Black Hood Games

Version: 0.1.95
Release Date: 11-13-2023

As you take your final breath, the darkness descends upon 

you. But just when you think it’s all over, a deity appears before 

you. It’s none other than Aphrodite, offering you a chance to 

live again in a brand new world called Hybridia.

Who could resist such an alluring offer? 

But as you awaken in your new body, you quickly realize that 

Aphrodite has not been entirely forthcoming with you. As her 

newly appointed Champion, you now possess an unusual 

power - the power of Lust. But that’s not all. You soon discover 

that you are not alone in this world, as other Champions from 

different deities are coming to challenge you. The reason why 

is unknown, and why you were chosen remains a mystery. 

And who the heck is Steve? The enigma only deepens. The 

path ahead of you is full of obstacles and challenges, as you 

navigate the intricate world of Hybridia. Will you succumb to 

the temptation of your newfound power, or will you rise up 

and become the ultimate Champion? The choice is yours, but 

choose wisely. Your destiny awaits in Hybridia.
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Not so recent
release 
But still got included here because it’s 

free advertising and 

why not?

DIVINE DAWN
|  Cryswar

RECLAIMING THE LOST
|  Passion’s Portal

THE BOOK OF BONDMAIDS
|  Kamti Game Studios

Version: Chapter 2
Release Date: 11-25-2023

As a young man, he left home immediately after high 

school, and has spent the last two years alone, in seclusion 

recovering (From what? You’ll find out in the Prologue!), and 

is finally ready to re-enter the world, ready to join his friends 

in college. Will it be drugs, sex and rock’n’roll? Or did he never 

truly get over what happened?

NO SUCH LUCK
|  CSkin Games
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COMMUNITY

THREADS
DISCUSSIONS.  MEMES.  SHITPOSTING.

PROJEKT PASSION 
Left to Right:
Avatar Automata
EDI
Real Cute Butt (Sorry, Elena)
Ashe the Stampede

“ZERO END” HOLLY CRAP. THIS GAME 
IS A GEM!
by: u/markkosoy

Very Early development. (only 3 chapters done) But what is here 

is amazing. The characters are awesome, MC is interesting. 

“Generic friend dude” is not generic at all. And THE STORY. All 

the Constantine/Harry Dresden vibes and I love it. The first AVN 

I decided to support on Patreon and will probably stick to it. The 

downside is only in sex animations. They are there I guess. And I 

have seen much worse... Well, they are serviceable but the game 

is more about the story.

Yeah, this game deserves so much more attention. When the last update was 
published, almost no one was talking about it here...  and it’s definately one 
of the best supernatural themed games in development right now.  To me, 
in terms of the quality of writing, it’s on par with Eternum, although it has a 
completely different vibe - not a harem comedy fantasy, but a horror urban 
fantasy drama. The worldbuilding is exceptional, there are genuinely scary 
moments, the characters seem real and human, they’re not just tropes or 
cardboard cut-outs. And it has actual game elements, like stats, a fight, an 
adventure game section in the last update... Overall, a great game.

—u/babielato

IS THERE ANY AVNS WITH A 
GENERALLY GOOD LOOKING MC?
by: u/Emergency_Hawk_5971

Like I’m tired of the whole “buff/skinny and college jock/loser or 

businessman with the same damn brown or black colored basic 

haircut” it just gets so repetitive and ik they’re supposed to kinda 

portray a normal guy or something but seriously a normal basic 

looking guy which you can go find at the corner of the block that 

is somehow attracting some women who look like models is 

far from normal. These are some games that have at least a bit 

unique MCs that I’ve found so far:

Eternum. 

Where it all began.

Summers gone.

My bully is my lover.

That’s the ones I know of but yea anyway pls do suggest some 

that stray away from the description (heck I don’t care if it’s 2D 

just suggest it). And if it has a good story that will be appreciated 

to thanks in advance.

WANNA KEEP YOUR SANITY?? 
DON’T PLAY THESE TWO GAMES!!
by: u/An0ma1i

**Bitch Squad and Three Rules of Life**

**Contains minor spoilers for both games** 
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God I wish I could remove these two games from my memory,so 

I can never feel the need to beat up every single character in 

these two games. I have never felt this much hate for fictional 

characters in a while. Some train wrecks,you won’t be able to look 

away from. But these two are big pile of doodoo. And I’m glad to 

announce that I’m dropping both of em.

Bitch Squad is a “classic” bully-revenge game, Where MC and his 

friends are trying get revenge on their bullies... you’d think that 

the bullies are the bitch Squad and you will be surprised to learn 

that it’s actually the MC and his friends. Or it’s the player base for 

playing this game,who knows.

Three rules of life.. this game makes me go “YEAH??” after every 

scene. Some of the actions MC and side characters take makes 

me wanna pull my hair out. It’s not that you CAN’T portray lgbq 

person as bad guy. But when character choices doesn’t follow a 

rhyme or reason,it becomes frustrating. Rest of the cast is same...

selfish,arrogant, narcissistic and top it all off with God complex.

I donot and will not recommend these games to anyone. Enjoy 

other game which atleast have only one or two characters that 

makes you wanna factory reset your brain.

Never played Bitch Squad, but had bad experience with Three rules of life 
indeed. If you usually immerse yourself in the character (which I do) - it’s a 
disaster. MC is pathetic and spineless, being pushed around and never stands 
for himself.You would think he becomes better in a game, grows some balls… 
nope) wrong) never) Anyway, it’s a specific game, definitely not for everyone.

—u/MPogAlex

Personally I really like Bitch Squad, precisely because it’s *not* just a classic 
revenge story. I’ll absolutely die on the hill that it’s good at being what it wants 
to be; but I’ll admit that what it wants to be isn’t something with widespread 
appeal. A fairly linear story about some characters who are frequently not 
very likeable, MC included? That’s a triple whammy for most players here. But 
beside that it’s generally well written and has a lot of depth in its characters, 
so it has some things going for it. Three Rules of Life, though... If it’s the one I’m 
thinking of, then I couldn’t get more than a few minutes in.

—u/realpersonhumanbean

I couldn’t stomach Three Rules of Life for long. If you looked up the definition 
of “doormat”, it should just be a picture of this game’s MC. On top of that, 
almost all characters are extremely insufferable, the mother and “best friend” 
specially, I wish I could shoot them both and dump them in a ditch. Danielle 
also deserves a beating.

—u/giggling_raven

Three Rules of Life is frustrating to play the MC is a doormat that never stands 

for himself he just takes all the crap and even thanks people for it as for the 
other characters everyone is either obsessed with their ex or a complete 
asshole especially his best friend and the worlds worst mom who left him for 
the most stupid reason ever before this I had never played a game with so 
many insufferable characters in one.

—u/gachagamer445

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
by: u/quickano

On one side we have being a dik and on the other side we have wallmart 
being a dik..

—u/Soggy-Bumblebee-2245

I haven’t played College Kings 2. I did play the first two episodes of the original 
College Kings. College Kings is like if you took the soul out of BaDIK. It feels 
hollow and empty. Like a husk. It certainly *looks* like BaDIK but you don’t get 
anywhere near the same enjoyment playing it.

—u/Ksteekwall21
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